SPANISH EYES

Words by CHARLES SINGLETON and EDDIE SNYDER
Music by BERT KAEMPFERT

Moderately

G

[Music notation]

Blue
Blue
Spanish
Spanish

eyes,
eyes,
tear-drops are falling
prettiest eyes in

D7

from your Spanish eyes.
all of Mexico.

Please.
True
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please don't cry.
Spanish eyes,
This is just a
please smile for me once

G

dios and not good-bye.
more be-fore I go.
Soon

I'll re-turn.

bring-ing you all the

G7

C

love your heart can hold.

Please

Cm
Cm6
say Si
si.

Say

D7
you and your Span-ish eyes will wait for me.

Ab
wait for me, say Si

G

G

si!